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NMI-EDIT Case Study Series 
In response to calls from the higher-education community, the NMI-EDIT Consortium has 
developed a series of Identity Management Case Studies to explore the planning and 
implementation of this critical infrastructure at higher-education institutions around the country.  

In the spring of 2004, NMI-EDIT released the Extending the Reach Call for Proposal with the 
overall vision of exploring possible models for middleware support and informing the NMI-EDIT 
outreach and development efforts through collaboration with a wider, more diverse group of 
institutions. The work outlined in this case study was supported in part by the NMI-EDIT Extending 
the Reach Program. 

This NMI-EDIT Case Study Series is sponsored by the National Science Foundation Middleware 
Initiative-Enterprise and Desktop Integration Technologies (NMI-EDIT) Consortium of EDUCAUSE, 
Internet2, and SURA. Additional support was provided by the National Science Foundation 
Cooperative Agreement NSF 02-028, ANI-0123937. Thanks are extended to authors Gordon K. 
Springer, Shafquat Bhuiyan, and Arturo Guillen.  

Copyright © 2006 by University of Alaska. Permission is granted to use content for non-
commercial purposes with attribution. All rights reserved.
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Executive Summary 
The University of Alaska adapted enterprise 

directory best practices from the National 

Science Foundation Middleware Initiative-

Enterprise and Desktop Integration 

Technologies (NMI-EDIT) Consortium1 to 

address several needs for our university 

system not explicitly addressed by existing 

precedents.  These include the first directory 

of any kind encompassing all students, 

faculty and staff from all campuses; 

directory-based routing of email to all 

faculty, staff and students, enhancing the 

ability to communicate with targeted groups 

within the system; “self-service” interfaces 

for contact information and password reset; 

and a secure central authentication service.   

 

Specific services facilitated by this 

infrastructure include authentication and 

configuration data for UA’s system-wide 

portal, automated production of (printed and 

electronic) “phonebooks” from the system-

wide enterprise directory, and trusted third  

                                                 
1 http://www.nmi-edit.org/index.cfm 

party authentication for a growing list of 

applications.  The project uncovered a 

substantial, if unarticulated, demand for 

identity management and authentication 

service.  In pursuing this work we extended 

existing tools to support distributed 

management of the system-wide directory, 

to represent departments and other units 

and their reporting relations, and to 

represent inherently structured information 

within the directory.  We also identified some  

 specific needs for enhancement of 

middleware architecture in a university 

system, including procedures for 

coordinating or synchronizing directories 

with overlapping populations and providing 

for different policies and interfaces to meet 

needs of constituent institutions. 

 

For more information on this case study, 

contact the project director at 

Q@alaska.edu. 
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NMI-EDIT Components Highlighted in this Case Study 
eduPerson Directory Schema                                  http://www.educause.edu/eduperson 
eduPerson contains identity-related attributes for higher-education institutions for deployment 
locally and to foster inter-institutional collaborations. 
 
Enterprise Directory Implementation Roadmap  
http://www.nmi-edit.org/roadmap/directories.html 
The Enterprise Directory Implementation Roadmap is a web-based collection of resources that 
institutions can draw on to help deploy and use enterprise directories in higher education and 
research communities.  
 
LDAP Recipe                                                                      http://middleware.internet2.edu/dir/ 
This document is intended to be a discussion point toward the development of common directory 
deployments within the Higher Education community. 
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Identity Management and Enterprise 
Directories in a University System

University of Alaska’s (UA) system-wide 

directory and identity management initiative 

originated as an internal IT effort to address 

several functional or business needs.  After 

initial deployment, broader awareness of the 

capabilities and potential of identity 

management and directory-based 

authentication generated additional 

requirements for extending functionality to 

address other business needs. These new 

requirements prompted UA’s project team to 

develop new goals that to: 

 

 Publish system-wide online “white 

pages” & printed directories to include 

departments as well as individuals.  A single 

source of contact data for students or 

employees throughout the UA system was a 

clear need; no prior resource provided this 

information.  Additionally, existing campus 

directories were generally manually 

populated and maintained, rather than fed 

from the University’s ERP or other “systems 

of record.” 

 

 Enable end-users to edit directly 

their contact data such as phone and fax 

numbers, and preferred email address.  

Additionally, allow users to choose “friendly” 

or “vanity” email addresses (routed to an 

existing email account). 

 

 Manage email to groups.  UA has 

many – perhaps scores of – locally-

provisioned email providers for students and 

employees.  Lacking even a systematic 

inventory of email providers, email could not 

readily be used for messages to categories 

of people (e.g., employees in a given 

classification or location, or students in 

particular programs).   We envisioned that 

the UA Directory would facilitate properly 

routing email to dynamically-defined groups 

of users. 

 

 Provide robust authentication 

service for applications, reducing the burden 

on individual application owners or service 

providers to populate and maintain end-

users’ credentials, and reducing the number 

of separately maintained passwords for end-

users. 

Problem Discovery 

Requirements and Constraints  
UA faced a number of requirements or 

constraints, some emerging from the fact 

that UA is a university system (rather than 

either a single autonomous institution or a 

confederation of independent institutions) 

that included: 

 

 Each UA employee and each UA 

student has a single record within a single 

instance of UA’s ERP.  This eliminated 
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several issues facing most confederations 

(finding and resolving duplicates, assigning 

unique identifiers, and avoiding data 

collisions).  However, respect for campus 

autonomy precluded imposition of a single 

directory structure comprising data from this 

single source.  Instead, we had to develop 

explicit agreements and procedures on 

many points to provide institutions within UA 

ultimate authority for many aspects of the 

directory.   

 

  Where technical or resource 

limitations required a common standard or 

presentation, we seek consensus.   

 

 In other areas, our deployment 

enables individual institutions to alter the 

behavior of the directory for students and 

employees of that institution, or to provide 

unique interfaces, selectively pushing data 

into the system-wide directory infrastructure.   

 

 Management roles within the 

directory infrastructure (i.e., roles that 

enable a person to edit additional attributes 

or attributes of additional people) are 

provisioned (delegated) by each institution 

and vary in the extent to which authority is 

maintained centrally or distributed out to 

departments. 

 

 Because the system-wide directory 

includes data of people from several 

institutions, institutional data stewards have 

rightly insisted on respecting University 

access policies, external requirements such 

as FERPA, and technical measures such as 

encryption to protect potentially sensitive 

information. 

 

 While we initially envisioned 

leveraging the directory for end user 

authentication to service providers using 

standard “LDAP authentication,” detailed 

discussions of security and integrity led us to 

a view of this as inherently flawed from a 

security perspective: LDAP authentication 

might be thought of as (a) promiscuous 

distribution of users’ credentials (because 

users provide a single set of credentials to 

many services) and (b) enabling service 

providers to “spoof” end-users by binding 

with users’ credentials, which permits them 

any of the privileges of that user.  We thus 

determined to provide an alternative more 

secure means of using the system-wide 

directory for end user authentication. 

 

 Campus autonomy entails directory 

and authentication infrastructures largely 

independent of one another.  Transparent 

access to system resources on the other 

hand entails close coordination and sharing 

of data across institutional boundaries. 

Neither a hub-and-spoke architecture nor a 

federation per se adequately meets these 

UA requirements; coordination of 

procedures and synchronization of data 

between the system-wide directory 

infrastructure and institution-based 

directories thus is a key success factor and 

a focus of our design and deployment of 

middleware. 
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In addition, we faced common constraints on 

IT projects exacerbated by the initial 

“stealth” nature of our efforts. We had no 

funding for acquiring vended solutions, and 

minimal internal design and programming 

resources.  Our solution had to be “cheap 

and easy.”   We knew, of course, that initial 

success would generate many requests for 

extended functionality and robustness, thus 

a flexible extensible solution was required. 

 

The Solution  
UA collaboratively developed a high-level 

architecture relating a system-wide directory 

with a person registry, campus-based 

directories, our ERP systems of record, and 

nascent portal (figure 1).  To meet the 

flexibility and extensibility requirements 

described in the previous section we chose 

to adhere to best practices and LDAP 

objects for higher education developed 

within NM-EDIT.   

 

To support specific local needs, additional 

local objects attributes are added.  We 

obtained a University of Alaska OID number 

and extend schema as needed with objects 

and attributes named with a leading “uak” 

string. 

 

As described in more detail in the “Lessons 

Learned” section, we deployed attributes 

reflecting relations between the values of 

underlying multi-value attributes. 

 

To extract directory data for (printed) 

phonebooks, we determined to (a) use SQL 

against the person registry underlying the 

LDAP directory to collect data from the 

person registry (b) represent that data in 

XML (snippets in Appendix 2).  SAL 

provides tools for large scale extraction of 

data lacking in LDIF queries; data tagged 

using XML is readily imported into a layout 

and publishing application (Adobe 

InDesign). 

 

To support a robust secure authentication 

service (to replace LDAP authentication in 

many instances), we separated 

"authentication service" from the cluster of 

interfaces for the directory per se. The 

central authentication service operates as a 

trusted third party to conforming applications 

and to end-users’ browsers.  Known trusted 

service providers (i.e., applications) receive 

their own credentials and specific access 

permissions for the attributes needed by the 

service provider.  

 

To support maintenance of contact 

information not derived from a system of 

record, we determined we needed to use a 

combination of ACLs within the directory and 

role-based display logic in the web gateway 

interfaces to give end-users direct authority 

and ability to maintain data about 

themselves ("self-service data") and about 

others if and only if they have been assigned 

an appropriate role.  We determined to 

directly maintain these roles and privileges 

using the distributed infrastructure already in 

place for other applications. 
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We examined multiple techniques for 

synchronizing system-wide directory data 

with (largely autonomous) campus- and 

institutionally-based directories.   We have 

developed tools to enable “pushing” data 

from campuses into the system-wide 

directory but have not identified a single 

preferred technique or procedure and 

continue to rely on piecemeal solutions.   

 

Implementation 
While many threads of activity proceeded in 

parallel, our implementation is described 

here under four categories. 

Data and Schema  
We made the following local extensions: 

• Schema extensions to support 

department structure include a 

“departments” fork parallel to the people 

fork (ou=departments, dc=alaska, 

dc=edu); the object uakDepartment, the 

attribute “parentUnit” to indicate 

reporting hierarchy; attributes for the dn 

of the department head, the head’s title 

(Chair, Dean, Manager, etc.), and 

several attributes for departmental 

contact information. 

 

• Schema extensions to support the 

production of (printed) phonebooks 

include several attributes to indicate 

alternative print presentation of names 

and titles; these essentially allow the 

continuation of some conventions of the 

printed phonebooks. 

 

• The rdn of people within our directory 

based on unchanging uid assigned 

when each record is created.   This uid 

has no significance outside the system-

wide directory infrastructure.  The 

following additional unique identifiers 

with external significance have been 

added: “UA Username,” based on 

name, created by and unique within our 

ERP system of record; “UA User ID,” a 

unique unchanging employee or student 

number  id, and 

• “vanity email id,” chosen by end-users, 

unique within the system-wide IdM 

infrastructure.  Users may use any of 

these unique identifiers to authenticate. 

• We added controls for the values of 

some attributes for controlled 

vocabulary and systematic presentation 

(building names, phone numbers).   

• Our original schema included mail 

address attributes for each of the major 

UA institutions (e.g., UAAlocalmail).  

Subsequently, we combined this 

information and additional email account 

configuration data into one of our 

“articulated” attributes (further discussed 

in the “Lessons Learned” section): each 

value of this multi-valued attribute 

includes, in addition to a routable mail 

address, the provider of the account, 

mail server, authentication method, and 

mail protocols supported. 

Web Gateway Interfaces to Support 
Dissemination and Use 
The following interfaces provide services to 

end-users; see the figures in Appendix 4: 
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Search Directory 
 A single-field search is available to 

anonymous users (i.e., those who have not 

logged in).  Several additional search 

options are available to logged-in users, 

such as listing students in a program or 

employees in a department.  The single 

free-text search field uses the format of 

users’ input to determine which attributes to 

query.  Examples are provided in Appendix 

4B. 

• Initial sign-on 

• Self-reset 

• Self-maintenance data 

• Help desk reset 

• Seed departments and people 

• Phonebook "proof sheet" 

• Departments and other units   

Additional Services Based on Directory 
To support the production of (printed) 

phonebooks, we developed SQL to extract 

data from the registry sorted and ordered to 

meet the presentation requirements of the 

group responsible for printed phonebooks.  

These scripts tag fields such as title or 

phone with XML tags.  Appendix 2 contains 

snippets of the scripts, resulting XML-

encoded listings, and rendered presentation. 

 

The need for a trusted third party method of 

authentication was described in previous 

sections.  We did deploy a distinct 

“Authentication Service” with its own 

interface, described in greater detail in 

Appendix 1.  While the current 

implementation relies on our LDAP directory 

on the backend, it isolates both end-users 

and web service providers from direct 

interaction with the directory.  The 

architecture allows us to substitute an 

alternative “back end” for authentication 

without changing the interface for end-users 

or for web service providers.  (Our 

implementation is conceptually and 

functionally very similar to Yale University’s 

Central Authentication Service for web initial 

sign-on.)   

 

To promote adoption of this replacement of 

LDAP authentication we have: 

• Set a policy of deprecating LDAP 

authentication 

• Directly supported migration to CAS by 

several service providers 

• Enforced this preferred use by 

disallowing direct binds to the directory 

from all but a few trusted sources. 

Appendix 1 includes an overview of the 

architecture of UA’s CAS.  

End-User Support 
Our Help Desk and Training department has 

worked with the project team to develop 

training for end-users and administrators, 

and delivered this training many times.  A 

full schedule and sample training materials 

are provided in Appendix 5.  During 2005 we 

provided a total of 19 different sessions, 

totaling 34 contact hours.  In addition to 

disseminating information about the system-

wide directory, feedback from these training 

sessions was and is an important driver for 

enhancements to the user interfaces in web 

gateway. 
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The web gateway interfaces all have online 

documentation, developed in collaboration 

with out Help Desk and Training department 

and revised in light of experience assisting 

end-users.  

 

Our directory has several “fine grained” roles 

– that is roles that grant read/write authority 

for employees within a department or groups 

of departments that roll-up in the 

departmental hierarchy. Provisioning these 

roles (granting or revoking them for one or 

more users) has been integrated with the 

pre-existing distributed  tool for such 

purposes (“zuauser”).  This enables each 

institution to delegate responsibility as they 

deem appropriate. 

 

To promote awareness of the UA Directory 

we are distributing wallet-sized calendar 

cards (a complete 2006 calendar) with the 

UA logo, UA Directory URL, and phone 

numbers for help on the reverse. 

 

To promote sustained wider input to ongoing 

developments, we held a 1.5 day “summit” 

on identity management as applicable to the 

University of Alaska, and established an un-

moderated email list for ongoing discussion 

amongst interested technical staff of UA’s 

identity management, system-wide directory, 

and authentication service.  

Lessons Learned 
Unmet Service Needs and Pent-up 
Demands 
Authoritative Contacts Database  
A substantial but unarticulated demand 

existed for authoritative contacts database 

(directory white pages). While such "white 

pages" appeared on no one's list of critical 

needs, both individuals and departments 

have seen the value of a single authoritative 

source for contact information across the UA 

system; use of "white pages" information 

takes place in at least three modes:  

 

(1) Individual end-users can search for 

people or departments by name or other 

criteria through our web gateway interfaces. 

(2) Many users' email clients have been 

configured to automatically retrieve email 

addresses matching name typed into the 

"to" field of a new message. 

(3) The departments charged with 

producing printed phone books at both 

the UAF campus and System office 

readily agreed to base printed phone 

books on data maintained in and 

extracted from the enterprise directory, 

even though this required substantial 

changes in the business processes used 

to produce the phonebooks.   

Enterprise Level Authentication Service 
A substantial but unarticulated need existed 

for an enterprise level authentication service 

(to replace management of user credentials 

by individual applications). 
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 A few savvy application developers 

discovered the capability of our directory for 

LDAP authentication: requesting from end-

users' their directory credentials, then using 

them to bind to the directory to verify (upon 

successful bind) or not (unsuccessful bind) 

the identity assertion.  Other application 

providers recognized the utility of central 

authentication with institutionally managed 

identities but lack, or have been slow to 

allocate, resources to alter the behavior of 

their applications.   

 

Proliferation of applications using this simple 

form of LDAP authentication poses an 

inherent risk; namely that end-users' 

credentials are compromised by the service 

requesting them.  To address the security 

concern, we developed a central 

authentication service intended to provide 

both service providers and end-users 

assurance of the each other's identity.  

 

The concept is a simple application of a 

trusted third party, but does require 

additional effort on the part of service 

providers: 

(1) To discourage disclosing credentials we 

disallowed generic binds to LDAP from all 

but known trusted sources;  unknown 

services cannot use end-users' credentials 

to bind, and users are reminded that their 

credentials should be provided only to a 

single central authentication service. 

 

(2) Services that wish to leverage the 

centrally-maintained identities must be 

vetted and assigned their own "resource" 

credentials; resources are in a separate fork 

of the directory (i.e., 

ou=resources,dc=alaska,dc=edu).  

Resources from known addresses are 

permitted to LDAP bind, and are assigned 

specific rights of access only to those 

attributes of people needed for their 

application (e.g., faculty or student status, or 

administrative roles). 

 

(3) Authentication service:  

(a) For services delivered by web, client 

is re-directed to the CAS for 

authentication; if user is 

authenticated, single-use verifying 

tokens are provided to both the 

service and the end user's browser 

(in a "cookie") 

(b) Vetted non-web-based services 

from known location may be allowed 

to pass end-users' credentials for an 

authentication decision, but use the 

service's own credentials to access 

other attributes if needed. 

Data Accuracy and Process Updates  
One important class of instances is job 

transfers (to a different department) or 

termination of employees (as opposed to 

ending a specific job) unrecorded or 

incorrectly coded in our ERP.  This had the 

effect of listing employees within a 

department from which they had transferred 

or been terminated.  From an institutional 

vantage, this is an opportunity to correct 

official records and an opportunity to clarify 

business processes involving transfer and 
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termination.  From the vantage of some 

affected individuals and departments 

however, it is an irritation. 

A second class of instances is those in 

which the formal department structure 

(organization) does not reflect practice 

(recall that we represent all organizational 

units of the UA system in a tree structure 

with root in the UA System, branching to 

Universities, campuses, colleges, 

departments, etc.).  Numerous informal 

changes in reporting structure over the 

years were not reflected in the tables used 

in summarizing data for official reporting to 

the Regents, Alaska state legislature, and 

US.  As with job transfers, though some 

affected departments have been irritated, 

this represented an institutional opportunity 

to significantly improve data of record. 

Lessons in Project Management  
 Understand the need for extensive 

and constant communication (there's never 

enough) with stakeholders and users.  

       Undertake training before 

deployment. 

 Beware of scope creep, particularly 

in responding to needs of service provider 

(e.g., phone book). 

 The UA effort has lived mainly in the 

interstices of more visible projects and 

established departments.  In initial stages 

this freed the effort from short-term 

demands for results, and thus allowed the 

project to develop familiarity with best 

practices to develop a sound foundation for 

services.  However, as an increasing 

number of other projects have become 

dependent upon enterprise directory 

services, we have become acutely aware of 

the need for explicit designated 

responsibility for middleware functions and 

dedicated resources for those efforts.  In 

contrast to the early phase freedom, we are 

now faced with multiple competing demands 

for immediate improvements or solutions to 

services, and lack the formal structures to 

properly prioritize efforts, ensure scalable 

and long-term viable solutions, or resolve 

conflicts among incompatible "requirements" 

imposed by users of the services.  Project 

staff find themselves repeatedly having to 

justify fundamental decisions and industry 

best practices and increasingly begging for 

resources to address new requests for 

enhancements.  

Unique Middleware Features  
While middleware operates primarily "behind 

the scenes" there are several points of end 

user interface, including password entry and 

reset, editing self-service directory data, and 

several administrative interfaces.  We found 

a high level of sensitivity to and potential 

frustration with these user interfaces; the 

slightest glitch could become in some users 

eyes a "critical flaw."   This might be 

precisely because users typically encounter 

these middleware interfaces as an 

intermediary - and hence potential barrier - 

to services.  Many users, for example, want 

control over the information published about 

them in printed and on-line directories; but 

they may encounter our web gateway 

interfaces for editing self-service data only 

after having seen and been angered by 
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incorrect or outdated published information 

in those end products.  First-time users of 

applications relying on central 

authentication, as another example, may 

find they are required to "claim" their 

directory account, set and confirm a 

password, and establish secret 

question/answer pair for subsequent self-

reset of their account; each of these actions 

may be seen as a barrier to use the 

originally intended service.  So we conclude 

that despite middleware's "behind the 

scenes" positioning, end-user interfaces are 

even more important than in other areas. 

 

We find that (some) end-users appreciate 

and use self-service data.  End-users have 

the ability to publish - or not - their phones, 

web site or other URL, and establish vanity 

email addresses for themselves.  

Nevertheless, some direct intervention by 

staff is needed because some end-users will 

not maintain data about themselves. 

 

The flexibility provided by the extensibility of 

LDAP schema and of XML allowed us to 

respond rapidly to meet needs of service 

providers and expanded requirements to 

provide additional end-user services. 

Middleware Architecture Needs in a 
University System  

Central Authority  Vs. Campus Autonomy 
As middleware has emerged from a 

"skunkworks" to highly visible enabling 

technology, we have witnessed innumerable 

tensions that testify to the intractability of 

philosophical attachment either to central 

authority or, contrariwise, campus 

autonomy.  In the abstract nearly everyone 

will agree that there are appropriate contexts 

and roles for each, but nearly every aspect 

of detailed design can become an arena for 

this tension to play out.   

 

The most pervasive and challenging aspect 

to technical architecture is the determination 

of what entity is the identity provider for a 

person: (A) the individual Universities within 

the system, or (B) the encompassing 

University System itself.  If our Universities 

are each identity providers (A), there will be 

many individuals with digital identities at 

more than one University; coordination will 

require some form of federation among 

these multiple identity providers.  There is 

also wide-spread agreement (or perhaps a 

mandate) that (B) any UA user should be 

able to use transparently a single UA identity 

on any campus in the system, to encourage 

the notion of a single University system with 

the combined resources of all campuses. 

(That is not to mandate that any particular 

service - never mind all services - of campus 

X will be available to persons primarily 

affiliated with campus Y, but rather that any 

services on any campus to which a person 

is entitled may be accessed by that person 

using a single identity.)   

 

A single system-wide directory-based 

authentication provides the single identity for 

users and single authorization source many 

applications are able to use, but violates 

requirement (A) for autonomy of University 
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identity providers.   

 

True federations, such as those in higher 

education utilizing Shibboleth, require an 

additional stage of indirection from both 

service providers and end-users (e.g., the 

routing function provided by a WAYF server 

and the subsequent indication of the user of 

the identity provider to rely upon for 

authentication for this service or directly 

providing additional information by 

appending a realm to the identifier: 

ffdab1@uaf.edu).  However, (i) many 

applications are not readily adaptable to 

deal with multiple identity providers and (ii) 

users with multiple affiliations have multiple 

sets of credentials to manage, in conflict 

with requirement (B).  It does not appear 

that existing models of identity management 

readily address simultaneously both of  

these requirements; we hope for articulation 

of a model that better meets the perceived 

needs of UA and similar state systems of 

higher education. 

Information Security Concerns and 
Middleware Architecture 
We have been struck by the importance of 

the interaction between information security 

concerns and middleware architecture.  In a 

manner paralleling the uncovering "bad" 

data in systems of record (§1.3) the 

deployment of system wide directory and 

authentication services uncovered what 

were judged security defects in procedures 

for resetting users' passwords.  In particular, 

inconsistent and poorly defined procedures 

for resetting passwords by campus help 

desks were deemed a potential risk to the 

confidentiality of users' data within 

institutional systems of record (which can 

now be accessed through a portal utilizing 

central directory-based authentication).  In 

response, data stewards (student services 

and human resources) developed a uniform 

minimally acceptable procedure for help 

desks to reset passwords.  (Individual users' 

passwords are reset to that individual user's 

temporary default password, not to a 

password known to the help desk staff 

effecting the reset.)   

 

Other areas of interaction include arriving at 

an acceptable password policy (since 

potentially many applications now rely on a 

single authentication source, password 

policies are much more "visible").  Debates 

continue among stakeholders over 

password length, syntax (are special 

characters allowed or required?), password 

aging (there are advocates for expiration 

periods from one month to one year), 

password history, and lockout time-out in 

response to repeated failed login attempts.  

We also encountered security concerns over 

email notifications of a password change, 

potential misuse of vanity email addresses 

(alternateMailAddress), ability of supervisors 

or department administrators to change or 

vet requested changes in an employee's 

record, and potential security risks of 

publishing various identifying attributes 

(University ID numbers, email user names, 

etc.).   
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Finally, we have concluded that the "rules" 

for application access to data within 

directories are very sensitive to information 

security concerns.  For their own 

convenience, many application owners or 

service providers request broad access to 

data about people.  In many if not most 

cases, we have determined that more 

restricted access is appropriate to provide 

greater assurance to all of privacy and data 

integrity, even though this may require 

additional effort on the part of service 

providers (e.g., to connect only from known 

address(es), bind with resource credentials, 

read only pre-designated attributes, and 

never directly edit attributes). 

Greater Control of Attribute Values  
While from some perspectives the need is 

"aesthetic" rather than functional, multiple 

alternative abbreviations and formatting of 

common words or phrases detract from the 

utility of the directory for presentation, 

hobble the ability to search based on strings, 

and can greatly complicate evaluation of 

attribute values by service providers.  Three 

rather different examples where a controlled 

vocabulary or syntax requirements are 

needed include  (a) phone numbers, (b) 

local building names, and (c) titles (Assistant 

Professor, Asst. Prof., Ass't Professor, etc.). 

 

In case  (a) our web gateway interface re-

writes entered phone numbers in ITU-T 

Recommendation E.123 format for 

international numbers, e.g., +1 907 450 

8314.  In case (b) our web gateway interface 

provides end-users a pull-down list of 

canonical building names.  We did not 

address case (c).  

Structure of Related Attributes 
We identified multiple instances of the need 

to represent a structure of related attributes. 

Associate Values of Related Multi-Valued 
Attributes 
A person may have multiple phone numbers 

corresponding to multiple office locations.  

Merely adding values to the 

telephoneNumber and location att(lumpen 

vs articulated).  We deployed a solution for 

this need.  A multi-valued “locator” attribute 

is defined as the values of campus, location 

(room and building), phone, and fax for a 

single location.  Two values of this attribute 

for a person might be:  

UAF Main Campus|103 Butrovich|+1 907 

450 8314|+1 907 450 8381 and  

UAF Main Campus|614A Gruening|+1 907 

474 7303|+1 907 474 7343. 

 

We extended this same representation to an 

attribute containing email account 

configuration data needed by UA’s web 

portal email client.  This attribute contains a 

routable email address, unit responsible for 

the corresponding account, explicit incoming 

mail host, login name, authentication 

method, and supported protocols.  As many 

UA employees have multiple email 

accounts, this scheme keeps configuration  
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data tied to specific accounts. (Example: 

ffdab1@uaf.edu|uaf|ffdab1.email.uaf.edu|ffd

ab1|password|imap4,imaps4,pop3,pops3 

and  

sndab@email.alaska.edu|sw|email.alaska.e

du|sndab|password|imap4,imaps4) 

Prioritized Multi-Valued Attributes 
Some applications need "prioritized" 

instances of multi-valued attributes.  For 

example, which of several titles is the 

"primary" title?  The UAF phone book, 

produced as part of this project from the 

system-wide identity management system, 

worked around this problem by creating an 

additional local attribute to carry the title-as-

printed. This requires separate data entry 

and maintenance and typically duplicates 

information; a better solution is needed. 

More Information 
For more information on this case study, 

contact the project director at 

Q@alaska.edu or the directory technical 

group at sdedir@alaska.edu. The following 

urls provide additional information: 

Web Gateway  
(end-user interface to directory-related 
services): https://edir.alaska.edu  
On-line help: 
 http://www.alaska.edu 
/hat/documents/edirhelp.htm  
Access controls attribute-by-attribute: 
https://edir.alaska.edu 
/cgi-bin/ldap_update_help 
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Appendix 1: Architecture  

UA directories & portal, UA Authentication 
Service 

AUTHSERV FLOW 
 

University of Alaska Authentication Service 
 

 
1. App sends user to AuthServ. 
User loads homepage of Web Application 
User navigates link to AuthServ authenticate routine which is passed name or URL of registered 
web application 
2. User authenticates with AuthServ. 
User completes and submits authentication page. 
On successful authentication, presented with "token transfer" page. 
Otherwise, presented with authentication page. 
3. User navigates AuthServ generated "token transfer" page sending user back to app with 
instance of authentication. 
4. App CGI script validates instance of authentication. 
CGI script makes https call AuthServ validate routine. 
CGI script receives resulting output and makes access decision. 
5. App CGI script allows or denies user access to application. 
Notes: 
1. As of 8/31/2005, AuthServ rejects attempts for authentication by non-registered applications. 
This insures that we know who is relying of the authentication service so that we can 
communicate information about updates and changes. 
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Appendix 1B: UA Directory Architecture 
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Appendix 2A: UA Phonebooks from Directory   
List UAF Employees by Department  
 
-- File: uaf_classified_phonebook.sql  
-- Title: UAF Employees By Department  
-- Developer: John Pile (sxjep)  
-- Date: April 2005  
set scan off;  
declare  
        output utl_file.file_type;  
  cursor units_uaf_cursor --Get all UAF units in alphabetical order  
      is  
  select distinct a.luid units_luid, LTRIM(SUBSTR(a.attrib_value, 5)) units_name  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss a,  
    (select distinct b.luid  
       from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss b  
      where attrib_name = 'uakPhonebookFlag'  
        and attrib_value = 'UAF|dept_list_empl') c  
   where a.luid = c.luid  
     and a.attrib_name = 'uakListingName'  
   order by upper(LTRIM(SUBSTR(a.attrib_value, 5)));  
      
  units_uaf_record units_uaf_cursor%rowtype;  
   
   
  cursor unit_information_cursor(unit_luid varchar2) --Get all Information for a unit  
      is  
  select 'unitName' unit_name,  
         SUBSTR(attrib_value, 5) unit_value,  
         5 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where (LUID = unit_luid and attrib_name = 'uakListingName')  
--unit Name  
   UNION  
  select 'unitPhone' unit_name,  
         SUBSTR(attrib_value, INSTR(attrib_value,'|', 1, 2)+1, INSTR(attrib_value,'|',1,3)-INSTR(attrib_value,'|',  
1,2)-1)  unit_value,  
         10 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where (LUID = unit_luid and attrib_name = 'unitLocator')  
--unit Phone  
   UNION  
  select 'unitOfficeLocation' unit_name,  
   SUBSTR(attrib_value, INSTR(attrib_value,'|', 1, 1)+1, INSTR(attrib_value,'|',1,2)-INSTR(attrib_value,'|',  
1,1)-1) unit_value,  
   15 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where attrib_name = 'unitLocator'  
     and length(SUBSTR(attrib_value, INSTR(attrib_value,'|', 1, 1)+1, INSTR(attrib_value,'|',1,2)-INSTR  
(attrib_value,'|',1,1)-1))>=2  
     and LUID = unit_luid       
   UNION  
    
  select 'emplAssignedMailing' unit_name,  
   SUBSTR(attrib_value, INSTR(attrib_value,'|', 1, 2)+1) unit_value,  
   20 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where attrib_name = 'uakPhonebookFlag'  
     and attrib_value like 'UAF|assign_mailing_addr%'  
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     and LUID = unit_luid  
   UNION  
  select 'unitPostalAddress' unit_name,  
   NVL(SUBSTR(attrib_value, 1, INSTR(attrib_value,', Fairbanks')-1),attrib_value) unit_value,  
         30 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where (LUID = unit_luid and attrib_name = 'postalAddress')  
--unit PO Box  
   UNION  
    
  select 'unitFax' unit_name,  
         SUBSTR(attrib_value, INSTR(attrib_value,'|', 1, 3)+1) unit_value,  
         40 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where (LUID = unit_luid and attrib_name = 'unitLocator')  
--unit Fax  
   UNION  
    
  select 'unitURL' unit_name,  
         SUBSTR(attrib_value, 1 ,INSTR(attrib_value||' ', ' ', 1, 1)-1) unit_value,  
         50 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where (LUID = unit_luid and attrib_name = 'labeledURI')  
--unit Website  
   UNION  
    
  select 'unitEmail' unit_name,  
         attrib_value unit_value,  
         60 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where (LUID = unit_luid and attrib_name = 'mail') --unit Email (Was Mail Routing Address -- Changed to  
published mail address)  
   UNION  
    
  select 'unitHeadTitle' unit_name,  
         attrib_value unit_value,  
         70 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where (LUID = unit_luid and attrib_name = 'unitHeadTitle')  
--unit HeadTitle  
   UNION  
  select 'unitHead' unit_name,  
         SUBSTR(attrib_value, 5) unit_value,  
         80 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where LUID = ANY (select SUBSTR(attrib_value, 5, INSTR(attrib_value,',', 1, 1)-5) from ops  
$sxldap.ldap_ss where attrib_name = 'unitHead' and LUID = unit_luid)  
     and attrib_name = 'uakListingName'  --unit Head  
   UNION  
    
  select 'unitHeadUID' unit_name,  
   SUBSTR(attrib_value, 5, INSTR(attrib_value,',', 1, 1)-5) unit_value,  
   90 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where attrib_name = 'unitHead'  
     and LUID = unit_luid  
   UNION  
    
  select 'unitHeadCheck' unit_name,  
         attrib_value unit_value,  
         100 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
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   where (LUID = unit_luid and attrib_name = 'unitHeadTitle')  
--unit HeadTitle  
     
   order by rank, unit_value;      
       
  unit_information_record unit_information_cursor%rowtype;  
   
  cursor empl_name_cursor (unit_luid varchar2)  
--Get all Unit Employees and Names  
      is  
  select distinct LUID empl_luid, NVL(SUBSTR(attrib_value, 5),'uakListingName - Missing') empl_name  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where luid = ANY (select LUID from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss where attrib_name = 'dlevelx' and attrib_value =  
unit_luid  
               UNION select LUID from ops$sxldap.ldap_ext where attrib_name = 'dlevel' and attrib_value =  
unit_luid)  
     and attrib_name = 'uakListingName'    
     and luid NOT IN (select LUID  
                        from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
                       where attrib_name = 'uakPhonebookFlag'  
                         and attrib_name = 'UAF|noprint')  
     and luid = ANY (select LUID  
       from ops$sxldap.ldap_ext  
      where attrib_name = 'employeeType'  
and attrib_value = ANY ('ACCFT Union - Regular - 12 mo',  
'ACCFT Union - Regular - <12 mo',  
'CEA Union - Regular',  
'Executive Management',  
'Exempt Staff - Extended',  
'Exempt Staff - Regular',  
'Faculty - Regular - 12 month',  
'Faculty - Regular - <12 month',  
'Faculty Regular <12mo nonrepre',  
'NonExempt Staff - Extended',  
'NonExempt Staff - Regular')  
     UNION  
                     select LUID  
                       from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
                      where attrib_name = 'uakPhonebookFlag'  
                        and attrib_value = 'UAF|print')  
   order by UPPER(NVL(SUBSTR(attrib_value, 5),'uakListingName - Missing'));  
    
  empl_name_record empl_name_cursor%rowtype;  
   
  cursor empl_title_cursor (empl_luid varchar2) 
--Get all Unit Employees and Names  
      is  
  select distinct luid, attrib_value empl_title  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where luid = empl_luid  
     and attrib_name = 'title';  
    
  empl_title_record empl_title_cursor%rowtype;  
   
   
  current_letter varchar(1) := '0';  
  name_counter number := 1;  
  title_counter number := 1;  
  phone_counter number := 0;  
  address_counter number := 0;  
  temp_value varchar(100) := '';  
  unitHeadUID1 varchar(20) := '';  
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  unitHeadUID2 varchar(20) := '';  
  unitHeadUID3 varchar(20) := '';  
  unitHeadCount number := 0;  
  URL_exists boolean := false;  
  postal_address_printed boolean := false;  
   
begin  
output := utl_file.fopen('/tmp', 'uaf_dept_list_empl.xml', 'W');  
--Place extracted information in /tmp directory  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>');  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<?whitespace-handling use-tags?>');  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<content xmlns:aid="http://ns.adobe.com/AdobeInDesign/3.0/">');  
--start <phonebook> root tag  
FOR units_uaf_record IN units_uaf_cursor() LOOP  
    
   if (UPPER(SUBSTR(units_uaf_record.units_name,1,1)) != current_letter)  
   then utl_file.put_line(output,'<unitAlpha>'||UPPER(SUBSTR(units_uaf_record.units_name,1,1))||'</  
unitAlpha><aid:br/>');  
   end if;  
    
   utl_file.put_line(output,'<unit>'); --start <unit> tag  
   current_letter := UPPER(SUBSTR(units_uaf_record.units_name,1,1));  
    
   utl_file.put_line(output,'<unitInformation>'); --start <unitInformation> tag  
   phone_counter := 0;  
   address_counter := 0;  
   URL_exists := false;  
   postal_address_printed := false;  
   unitHeadUID1 := '';  
   unitHeadUID2 := '';  
   unitHeadUID3 := '';  
   unitHeadCount := 0;  
    
   FOR unit_information_record IN unit_information_cursor(units_uaf_record.units_luid) LOOP  
   
if (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitName') then  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>' || replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, '&', 'and') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '><aid:tab/>'); 
   elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitPhone') then  
   if (phone_counter = 0) then  
   utl_file.put_line(output,'<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>' || replace(replace  
(replace(replace(unit_information_record.unit_value, '+1 907 474 ', ''), '+1 907 ', ''), '+1 ', ''), ' ', '-') || '</' ||  
unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
   else  
   utl_file.put_line(output,'<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>/' || replace(replace  
(replace(replace(unit_information_record.unit_value, '+1 907 474 ', ''), '+1 907 ', ''), '+1 ', ''), ' ', '-') || '</' ||  
unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
   end if;  
   phone_counter := phone_counter + 1;  
elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitOfficeLocation') then  
temp_value := NULL;  
IF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ARCT' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'ARCT', 'AHRB');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%asc' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'asc', 'ASC');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%admi' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'admi', 'ASC');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BBNA' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'BBNA', 'BBC');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BBHC' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'BBHC', 'BBC');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BBHC' THEN temp_value := replace  
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(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'BBC', 'BBC');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BRKS' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'BRKS', 'BR');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BUNN' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'BUNN', 'BUN');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BUTRO' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'BUTRO', 'BUTRO');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%CHAP' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'CHAP', 'CH');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%CON' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'CON', 'COH');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ces' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'ces', 'CES');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%coo' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'coo', 'CES');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%DTC' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'DTC', 'DTC');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%DUCK' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'DUCK', 'DU');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%EIEL' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'EIEL', 'EI');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ELVE' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'ELVE', 'ELV');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%fac' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'fac', 'Physical Plant');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%atk' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'atk', 'Power Plant');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%who' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'who', 'Whole Earth Building');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%den' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'den', 'DEN');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%mbs' THEN temp_value := replace 
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'mbs', 'MBS');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%iab' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'iab', 'IAB');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%Moo' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'Moo', 'MBS');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%mbm' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'mbm', 'MBS');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ART' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'ART', 'FA/T');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%GRUE' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'GRUE', 'GR');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%HARPER' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'HARPER', 'HPR');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%HTCH' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'HTCH', 'HUTCH');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%iab' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'iab', 'IAB');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%IARC' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'IARC', 'IARC');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%IRVI' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'IRVI', 'IRV');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%irv' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'irv', 'IRV');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%DAY' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'DAY', 'LAB');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%RASM' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'RASM', 'LIB');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%OTTO' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'OTTO', 'MUS');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%NSCI' THEN temp_value := replace  
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(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'NSCI', 'NSF');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ONEI' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'ONEI', 'ONL');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%PATT' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'PATT', 'PATTY');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%SI' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'SI', 'SIH');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%SRC' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'SRC', 'SRC');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%TVCC' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'TVCC', 'TVCC');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%UPARK' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'UPARK', 'UPARK');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%WOOD' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'WOOD', 'WC');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%whi' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'whi', 'WHIT');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%wrrb' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'wrrb', 'WRRB');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%geo' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'geo', 'Georgeson Botanical Garden');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%KASTNA' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'KASTNA', 'Kasitsna Bay');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%FIRE' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'FIRE', 'WHIT');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%hon' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'hon', 'Honors House');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%cut' THEN temp_value := replace 
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'cut', 'Cutler');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%LATH' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'LATH', 'Lathrop');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%MAC' THEN temp_value := replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'MAC', 'McIntosh');  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%MCGRAT' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%NOME' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%SMC' THEN NULL;  
--I-A Campus print nothing for building  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ADAK' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%AKUTAN' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ALLAKA' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ANDERS' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ANVIK' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ARCTIC' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ATKA' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BEAVER' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BETTLE' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BIRCHC' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%CANTWE' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%CENTRA' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%CHALKY' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%CIRCLE' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%COLDBA' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%DENAL8' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%DOTLAK' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%DUTCHH' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%EAGLE8' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%FALSEP' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%FTYUKO' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%GALENA' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%GRAYLI' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%HEALY' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%HOLYCR' THEN NULL;  
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ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%HUGHES' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%HUSLIA' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%KINGCO' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%KOYUKU' THEN NULL;  
--Kusko campus print nothing for building  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%AKIA' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%AKI' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ALAK' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ANIA' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%ATMA' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%AUDI' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%AVCP' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BT' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BC' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BNC' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BRHS' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%BETH' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%CHEF' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%CHEV' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%CHUA' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%CRCR' THEN NULL; 
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%CULTC' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%KALS' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%KASI' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%EEK' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%EMMO' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%HCR' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%GBAY' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%HPB' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%KILB' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%KUC' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%KWIG' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%EIFB' THEN NULL;  
ELSIF unit_information_record.unit_value like '%FTWW' THEN NULL;  
ELSE temp_value := unit_information_record.unit_value;  
END IF;  
if length(temp_value) is NULL then NULL;  
elsif (length(temp_value) < 2) then NULL;  
else  
if (address_counter = 0) then  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<aid:br/><' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>' || replace  
(ltrim(temp_value), '&', 'and') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
else utl_file.put_line(output,'<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>, ' || replace(ltrim  
(temp_value), '&', 'and') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
end if;  
address_counter := address_counter + 1;  
end if;  
elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitAssignedMailing') then  
if (postal_address_printed) then NULL; --Only print one postal address  
elsif (address_counter = 0) then  
utl_file.put_line(output, '<aid:br/><' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>, ' || replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'PO', 'P.O.') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
else utl_file.put_line(output, '<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>, ' || replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'PO', 'P.O.') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
end if;  
address_counter := address_counter + 1;  
postal_address_printed := true;  
elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitPostalAddress') then  
if (postal_address_printed) then NULL; --Only print one postal address  
elsif (address_counter = 0) then  
utl_file.put_line(output, '<aid:br/><' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>' || replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'PO', 'P.O.') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
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else utl_file.put_line(output, '<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>, ' || replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'PO', 'P.O.') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
end if;  
address_counter := address_counter + 1;  
postal_address_printed := true;  
   elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitFax') then  
   if (length(unit_information_record.unit_value) is NULL) then NULL;  
   else utl_file.put_line(output,'<aid:tab/><' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>Fax: ' || replace  
(replace(replace(replace(unit_information_record.unit_value, '+1 907 474 ', ''), '+1 907 ', ''), '+1 ', ''), ' ', '-') ||  
'</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '><aid:br/>'); 
   end if;  
elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitURL') then  
if (URL_exists = true) then utl_file.put_line(output,'<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>, ' ||  
replace(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'http://www', 'www') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name ||  
'>');  
else utl_file.put_line(output,'<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>' || replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, 'http://www', 'www') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
end if;  
URL_exists := true;  
elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitEmail') then  
if (URL_exists = true) then utl_file.put_line(output,'<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>, ' ||  
replace(unit_information_record.unit_value, '&', 'and') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
else utl_file.put_line(output,'<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>' || replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, '&', 'and') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
end if;  
elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitHeadTitle') then  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<aid:br/><' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>' || replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, '&', 'and') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '><aid:br/>');  
elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitHead') then  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>' || replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, '&', 'and') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '><aid:br/>');  
elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitHeadUID') then  
if (unitHeadCount = 2) then  
unitHeadUID3 := unit_information_record.unit_value;  
unitHeadCount := 3;  
elsif (unitHeadCount = 1) then  
unitHeadUID2 := unit_information_record.unit_value;  
unitHeadCount := 2;  
elsif (unitHeadCount = 0) then  
unitHeadUID1 := unit_information_record.unit_value;  
unitHeadCount := 1;  
end if;  
elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitHeadCheck') then  
--if still no unitHead, then print "Vacant" if there is a unitHeadTitle  
if (unitHeadCount = 0) then  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<unitHead>Vacant</unitHead><aid:br/>');  
end if;  
else  
   utl_file.put_line(output,'<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>' || replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, '&', 'and') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>'); --XML tags  
for department information  
end if;  
   end loop;     
    
   utl_file.put_line(output,'</unitInformation>'); --end <unitInformation> tag  
   utl_file.put_line(output,'<unitEmployees>');  
   name_counter := 1;  
   FOR empl_name_record IN empl_name_cursor(units_uaf_record.units_luid) LOOP  
--start employee list  
   if (unitHeadUID1 = empl_name_record.empl_luid) then NULL;  
--don't display unitHead in employee list  
   elsif (unitHeadUID2 = empl_name_record.empl_luid) then NULL; 
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--don't display unitHead in employee list  
   elsif (unitHeadUID3 = empl_name_record.empl_luid) then NULL;  
--don't display unitHead in employee list  
   else  
      if (name_counter = 1) then  
      utl_file.put_line(output,'Employees<aid:br/>');  
      end if;  
      utl_file.put(output,'<employee>');  
      utl_file.put(output,''||replace(empl_name_record.empl_name,'&','and'));  
      title_counter := 1;  
      FOR empl_title_record IN empl_title_cursor(empl_name_record.empl_luid) LOOP  
--start employee title list  
      if (title_counter > 1) then  
      utl_file.put(output,'; ');  
      else  
      utl_file.put(output,', ');  
   end if;  
      utl_file.put(output,replace(empl_title_record.empl_title, '&', 'and'));  
      title_counter := title_counter + 1;  
      end loop;  
      utl_file.put_line(output,'</employee><aid:br/>');    
      name_counter := name_counter + 1;  
   end if;  
   end loop;  
   utl_file.put_line(output,'</unitEmployees>');    
    
   utl_file.put_line(output,'</unit><aid:br/>'); --end <unit> tag  
end LOOP;  
utl_file.put_line(output,'</content>'); --end <phonebook> root tag  
utl_file.fclose(output); --close output file  
EXCEPTION  
        when others  
        then  
                dbms_output.put_line(sqlerrm);  
          
end;  
/ 
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Appendix 2B: UA Phonebooks from Directory 
List UAF Departments  
 
declare  
        output utl_file.file_type;  
    
  cursor units_uaf_cursor --Get all UAF units in alphabetical order  
      is  
  select distinct a.luid units_luid, LTRIM(SUBSTR(a.attrib_value, 5)) units_name  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss a,  
    ((select distinct b.luid  
       from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss b  
      where attrib_name = 'uakPhonebookFlag'  
        and attrib_value = 'UAF|dept_list_empl')  
     INTERSECT  
    (select distinct d.luid  
       from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss d  
      where attrib_name = 'postalAddress'  
        and attrib_value like '%99775-%'))  c  
   where a.luid = c.luid  
     and a.attrib_name = 'uakListingName'  
   order by upper(LTRIM(SUBSTR(a.attrib_value, 5)));  
    
  units_uaf_record units_uaf_cursor%rowtype;  
   
   
  cursor unit_information_cursor(unit_luid varchar2) --Get all Information for a unit  
      is    
  select 'unitName' unit_name,  
         SUBSTR(attrib_value, 5) unit_value,  
         0 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where (LUID = unit_luid and attrib_name = 'uakListingName')  
--unit Name  
   UNION  
  select 'uafZipcode' unit_name,  
   SUBSTR(attrib_value, INSTR(attrib_value,'99775')) unit_value,  
   10 rank  
    from ops$sxldap.ldap_ss  
   where (LUID = unit_luid and attrib_name = 'postalAddress')  
   order by rank, unit_value;      
       
  unit_information_record unit_information_cursor%rowtype;  
      
          
begin  
output := utl_file.fopen('/tmp', 'uaf_zipcodes.xml', 'W');  
--Place extracted information in /tmp directory  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>');  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<?whitespace-handling use-tags?>');  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<content xmlns:aid="http://ns.adobe.com/AdobeInDesign/3.0/">');  
--start <phonebook> root tag 
FOR units_uaf_record IN units_uaf_cursor() LOOP  
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   utl_file.put_line(output,'<unit>'); --start <unitInformation> tag  
    
   FOR unit_information_record IN unit_information_cursor(units_uaf_record.units_luid) LOOP  
   
if (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'unitName') then  
utl_file.put_line(output,'<' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>' || replace  
(unit_information_record.unit_value, '&', 'and') || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
elsif (unit_information_record.unit_name = 'uafZipcode') then  
utl_file.put_line(output, '<aid:tab/><' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>' ||  
unit_information_record.unit_value || '</' || unit_information_record.unit_name || '>');  
end if;  
   end loop;     
    
   utl_file.put_line(output,'</unit><aid:br/>'); --end <unitInformation> tag  
  
end LOOP;  
utl_file.put_line(output,'</content>'); --end <phonebook> root tag  
utl_file.fclose(output); --close output file  
EXCEPTION  
        when others  
        then  
                dbms_output.put_line(sqlerrm);  
          
end;  
/ 
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Appendix 2C: UA Phonebooks from Directory 
List UAF Employees 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>  
<?whitespace-handling use-tags?> 
<content xmlns:aid="http://ns.adobe.com/AdobeInDesign/3.0/"> 
 
<emplAlpha>A</emplAlpha><aid:br/> 
 
<empl> 
<emplInformation> 
<emplName           >Abdelghany, Ahmed</emplName> 
<aid:tab/><emplPhone          >6172</emplPhone> 
<aid:br/><emplTitlePriority  >Assistant Professor, CEE</emplTitlePriority> 
<emplTitlePriority  >; Assistant Professor, TRC</emplTitlePriority> 
<emplOfficeLocation >, 251 DU</emplOfficeLocation> 
<aid:br/><emplEmail          >ffaa@uaf.edu</emplEmail> 
</emplInformation> 
</empl><aid:br/> 
 
<empl> 
<emplInformation> 
<emplName           >Abel Komkai, Glyn E.</emplName> 
<aid:tab/><emplPhone          >5705</emplPhone> 
<aid:br/><emplTitle          >Library Assistant</emplTitle> 
<emplDepartment     >, Ras Lib</emplDepartment> 
<emplOfficeLocation >, 101 LIB</emplOfficeLocation> 
<aid:br/><emplEmail          >fngek@uaf.edu</emplEmail> 
</emplInformation> 
</empl><aid:br/> 
 
<empl> 
<emplInformation> 
<emplName           >Abels, Michael A.</emplName> 
<aid:tab/><emplPhone          >5063</emplPhone> 
<aid:br/><emplTitle          >Supervisor, Field Operations</emplTitle> 
<emplDepartment     >, IAB</emplDepartment> 
<emplOfficeLocation >, Bldg T-4</emplOfficeLocation> 
<aid:br/><emplEmail          >fnmaa@uaf.edu</emplEmail> 
</emplInformation> 
</empl><aid:br/> 
 
<empl> 
<emplInformation> 
<emplName           >Abramova, Zinoida</emplName> 
<aid:tab/><emplPhone          >5816</emplPhone> 
<aid:br/><emplTitle          >Custodian</emplTitle> 
<emplDepartment     >, Operations, FS Div of</emplDepartment> 
<emplOfficeLocation >, Physical Plant</emplOfficeLocation> 
</emplInformation> 
</empl><aid:br/> 
 
<empl> 
<emplInformation> 
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<emplName           >Abramowicz, Kenneth F.</emplName> 
<aid:tab/><emplPhone          >7080</emplPhone> 
<aid:br/><emplTitle          >Associate Professor</emplTitle> 
<emplDepartment     >, SOM</emplDepartment> 
<emplOfficeLocation >, 219B BUN</emplOfficeLocation> 
<aid:br/><emplEmail          >ffkfa@uaf.edu</emplEmail> 
</emplInformation> 
</empl><aid:br/> 
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Appendix 2D: UA Phonebooks from Directory 
List UAF Employees by Department 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<?whitespace-handling use-tags?> 
<content xmlns:aid="http://ns.adobe.com/AdobeInDesign/3.0/"> 
 
<unitAlpha>A</unitAlpha><aid:br/> 
 
<unit> 
 <unitInformation> 
  <unitName           >Academic Advising Center</unitName><aid:tab/> 
  <unitPhone          >6396</unitPhone> 
  <aid:br/><unitOfficeLocation >509 GR</unitOfficeLocation> 
  <unitPostalAddress  >, P.O. Box 756400</unitPostalAddress> 
  <aid:tab/><unitFax            >Fax: 6780</unitFax><aid:br/> 
  <unitURL            >www.uaf.edu/advising/</unitURL> 
   
  <aid:br/><unitHeadTitle      >Director</unitHeadTitle><aid:br/> 
  <unitHead           > Hapsmith, Linda T.</unitHead><aid:br/> 
 </unitInformation> 
 
 <unitEmployees> Employees<aid:br/> 
  <employee>Carr, Richard, Associate Professor; Director, Writing Center; Faculty 
Advisor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Charles, Walkie, Faculty Advisor; Instructor, Yup'ik 
Eskimo</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Chowdhury, Ataur R., Associate Professor; Faculty 
Advisor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Cynar, Deborah, Academic Advisor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Greci, Dana, Assistant Professor; Faculty Advisor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Hardy, Cindy L., Assistant Professor; Faculty 
Advisor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Howard, William A., Assistant Professor, Chemistry and Biochemistry; 
Faculty Advisor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Johnson, Rebecca, Administrative Clerk</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Karlsson, Meriam G., Faculty Advisor; Professor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>MaShaney, Mist A., Administrative Assistant</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Patil, Shirish L., Associate Professor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Raap, Dani K., Associate Professor; Coordinator, Undergraduate Studies; 
Faculty Advisor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Tavernier, Sharon, Academic Advisor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Taylor, Barbara, Assistant Professor; Faculty 
Advisor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Weber, Jane, Associate Professor; Department Chair; Faculty 
Advisor</employee><aid:br/> 
 </unitEmployees> 
</unit><aid:br/> 
 
<unit> 
 <unitInformation> 
  <unitName           >Academic Programs, TVC</unitName><aid:tab/> 
  <unitPhone          >455-2800</unitPhone> 
  <unitPhone          >/455-2848</unitPhone> 
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  <aid:br/><unitOfficeLocation >101C TVCC</unitOfficeLocation> 
  <unitPostalAddress  >, P.O. Box 758040</unitPostalAddress> 
  <aid:tab/><unitFax            >Fax: 455-2881</unitFax><aid:br/> 
  <unitURL            >www.tvc.uaf.edu</unitURL> 
  
  <aid:br/><unitHeadTitle      >Coordinator</unitHeadTitle><aid:br/> 
  <unitHead           >Christopher, Tina</unitHead><aid:br/> 
 </unitInformation> 
 
 <unitEmployees> 
 </unitEmployees> 
</unit><aid:br/> 
 
<unit> 
 <unitInformation> 
  <unitName           >Academic Technology, Center for</unitName><aid:tab/> 
  <unitPhone          >7296</unitPhone> 
  <aid:br/><unitOfficeLocation >343 LIB</unitOfficeLocation> 
  <unitPostalAddress  >, P.O. Box 757700</unitPostalAddress> 
  <aid:tab/><unitFax            >Fax: 6399</unitFax><aid:br/> 
  <unitURL            >http://cat.uaf.edu</unitURL> 
  <aid:br/><unitHeadTitle      >Director</unitHeadTitle><aid:br/> 
 
  <unitHead           >Scott, Michael C.</unitHead><aid:br/> 
 </unitInformation> 
 
 <unitEmployees>Employees<aid:br/> 
  <employee>Brunsdon, Larisa D., Blackboard Support 
Technician</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Heide, Cassandra, Technology Development 
Specialist</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Schwartzwald, Jaime, Networking Specialist</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Van Dyck, Christopher, Applications Specialist</employee><aid:br/> 
 </unitEmployees> 
</unit><aid:br/> 
 
<unit> 
 <unitInformation> 
  <unitName           >Administrative Services</unitName><aid:tab/> 
  <unitPhone          >7340</unitPhone> 
  <aid:br/><unitOfficeLocation >206 ASC</unitOfficeLocation> 
  <unitPostalAddress  >, P.O. Box 757900</unitPostalAddress> 
  <aid:tab/><unitFax            >Fax: 5674</unitFax><aid:br/> 
  <unitURL            >www.uaf.edu/adminsvc/</unitURL> 
  <aid:br/><unitHeadTitle      >Vice Chancellor</unitHeadTitle><aid:br/> 
 
  <unitHead           >Neumayr, Mark</unitHead><aid:br/> 
 </unitInformation> 
 
 <unitEmployees>Employees<aid:br/> 
  <employee>Baergen, Alice J., Business Coordinator</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Krier, Gregory, Executive Officer</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Larweth, Julie M., Assistant to the Vice Chancellor</employee><aid:br/> 
 </unitEmployees> 
</unit><aid:br/> 
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<unit> 
 <unitInformation> 
  <unitName           >Admissions Office</unitName><aid:tab/> 
  <unitPhone          >800-478-1823-toll-free</unitPhone> 
  <unitPhone          >/7500</unitPhone> 
  <aid:br/><unitOfficeLocation >215 SIH</unitOfficeLocation> 
  <unitPostalAddress  >, P.O. Box 757480</unitPostalAddress> 
  <aid:tab/><unitFax            >Fax: 5379</unitFax><aid:br/> 
  <unitURL            >www.uaf.edu/admissions/</unitURL> 
  <unitEmail          >, admissions@uaf.edu</unitEmail> 
 
  <aid:br/><unitHeadTitle      >Director</unitHeadTitle><aid:br/> 
  <unitHead           >Dix, Nancy</unitHead><aid:br/> 
 </unitInformation> 
 
 <unitEmployees>Employees<aid:br/> 
  <employee>Armstrong, Charles</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Baxter, Jodi</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Bowers, Enola, Receptionist</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Donkor, Harry, Outreach Coordinator</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Earnest, William (Mike), Associate Director</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Eddy, Olivia (Libby), Admission Coordinator</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Goula, Crystal, Coordinator, Enrollment Management Action 
System</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Gould, Melissa, Communications Clerk</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Holz, John, File Reviewer; Transfer Credit Evaluator</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Howdeshell, Stacey, Administrative Assistant; Personnel Payroll 
Assistant</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Norris, Becky, File Reviewer; Transfer Credit 
Evaluator</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Platt, Hope E., UA Scholars Coordinator</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Russell, Gabrielle, Academic Advisor</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Sheets, Rosario, Admissions Clerk</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Thomas, Leslie Averett, File Reviewer; Transfer Credit 
Evaluator</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Thomas, Michelle, Admissions Clerk</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Timmcke, Crystal L, Admissions Outreach 
Coordinator</employee><aid:br/> 
  <employee>Wilda, Geri, Communications Coordinator</employee><aid:br/> 
  </unitEmployees> 
</unit><aid:br/> 
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Appendix 2E: UA Phonebooks from Directory  
Directory Inside Cover  
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Appendix 2F: UA Phonebooks from Directory 
System Office Directory Page  
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Appendix 2G: UA Phonebooks from Directory  
UAF Directory; Employees by Department  
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Appendix 3A: UA Directory End User Training 
Summary of EDIR formal training delivered in 

2005 
 
EDIR Admin is training for administrators.  The other sessions were split, half for general end-users, 
half for department or phone book admins. 
 
Counting needs assessment for the phone book admins and development time I used ~30 hours for 
development and admin support. 
 
Version  Date   Hours 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
EDIR Admin  2/18/2005   1 
EDIR Admin  3/23/2005   1 
EDIR    4/7/2005   2 
EDIR    4/13/2005   2 
EDIR    4/14/2005   1.5 
EDIR    4/15/2005   1.5 
EDIR    4/19/2005   1.5 
EDIR    4/20/2005   2 
EDIR    4/22/2005   2 
EDIR Admin  4/22/2005   1.5 
EDIR    4/27/2005   2 
EDIR    5/3/2005   2 
EDIR    5/4/2005   2 
EDIR    5/5/2005   2 
EDIR (audio)  5/11/2005   2 
EDIR    6/7/2005   2 
EDIR    7/21/2005   2 
EDIR    8/18/2005   2 
EDIR    11/15/2005   2 
 
Total hours delivered       34 
 
--  
Martin Miller 
Manager                              UA Help Desk & Training 
Phone: (907) 450-8310                 Fax: (907) 450-8312 
Toll Free: 1-800-478-8226 
Url: http://www.alaska.edu/its/hat   Email: martin.miller@alaska.edu 
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Appendix 3B: UA Directory End User Training 
First-time Access to UA Directory 
(This document contains screen shots from a previous iteration of user interfaces.) 
 
EDIR accounts are created “inactive” for security reasons.  Before attempting to follow these 
instructions, call your campus Help Desk and ask that your EDIR account be activated. 
 

Identify your EDIR account and Log In: 
 

1) Connect to EDIR at https://edir.alaska.edu. 
 

2) Search for your account by name. 
 

 
 

3) Click link associated with EDIR record. 
 

wildcard search 
on first name 
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4) Click “This is me! LOG IN” link. 
 

 
 
5) The Login/Password change form appears. 
 

record link 

log in link
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6) Enter default EDIR password, new and confirm password values, then click Log In. 

 

 
 

Any form of EDIR password reset (by Help Desk staff or self reset) changes the account password 
to the default EDIR password value.  The default password must be changed at the first login 
following the reset. 

 

Note: The EDIR UID 
is automatically loaded 
into the Log In form 
when you click the 
This is me! LOG IN 
link 

Last 4 of SSN 
followed by 

DDMMYY of Birth 
(SSSSDDMMYY) 

Note: Your Default 
password is: 
Last 4 of SSN, day, month, 
year of birth in format: 
NNNNddmmyy 
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Configure your EDIR record: 
 

5) Click Personal Update link. 
 

 
 

6) Enter choice of “Vanity” address and click Post Updates. 
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EDIR vanity addresses must reference @alaska.edu and no other domain.  @alaska.edu is 
automatically appended if missing.  Vanity addresses can be used as “user name” during EDIR log 
in and are used for @alaska.edu mail routing.  Add your vanity address before changing your other 
email addresses. 

 
7) Confirm successful update. 
 

 
 

Successful updates change the data displayed when the form repaints.  Unsuccessful updates are 
indicated by a ‘Posting Error(s)’ link.  That link takes you to the bottom of the form where notes 
about the most recent updates are displayed. 
 

vanity address 
w/o 

@alaska.edu 

@alaska.edu 
appended

Post Updates button 
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8) Click private update link associated with Private Question field. 
 

 
 

9) Enter phrase or question, select Add and click Submit. 
 

 
 

private update 
link 

add already 
selected 

status messages 
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Private Question is displayed during the self reset process to trigger memory of Private Response. 
 

10) In Personal Update form, click link associated with Private Response field. 
 

 

private update 
link 
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11) Enter word or phrase, select Add and click Submit. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

add already 
selected 

private item 
links 
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Note: Click Hide Detail link at any time to clear Private Update form. 

 
12) In Personal Update form, enter mail routing address (where you read your mail) and click 
Submit. 
 

 

Hide Detail 
button 

never an 
@alaska.edu 

address 
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13) Confirm success of last update then click Log Out link. 
 

 
 
 

 
Perform Self Reset: 
 

14) Click Self Reset Link. 
 

 
 

Log Out link 

Self Reset link 
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Note: Log In and Self Reset links are displayed only when you are not logged in just like Log Out 
and Personal Update links are displayed only when you are logged in. 
 

15) Enter UID or Vanity Address and default EDIR password, then click Continue. 
 

 
 
 

16) Enter Private Response, then click Reset Password. 
 

 
 

Your Private Question is displayed only if you can supply a valid account identifier and default 
password.  Password reset (to default password value) only if you respond correctly with Private 
Response. 
 

default password! 

case insensitive 
word or phrase 
established for 

Private Response 

Reset button 
 

Continue button 
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17) Click Log In. 
 

 
 

18) Enter account identifier, default EDIR password, new and confirm password values, then 
click Log In. 
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Reiterate: Any form of EDIR password reset (by Help Desk staff or owner initiated self reset) 
changes the account password to the default EDIR password value.  The default password must be 
changed at the first login following the reset. 

 
 

 

default password! 
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Appendix 4A: UA Directory Search Interface  
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Appendix 4B: Sample Search Strings and 
Resulting Filters 
 
Entering two alpha strings, such as “Ann West” or “West, Ann” in the search field signals a full 
name search and yields the LDAP query: 
(& 
 (| 
  (displayName=*ann* west) 
  (displayName=*ann* west *) 
  (displayName=*ann* * west) 
  (displayName=*ann* west-*) 
  (displayName=*ann* *-west) 
  (uakListingName=*|west, *ann*) 
  (uakListingName=*|west *, *ann*) 
  (uakListingName=*|* west, *ann*) 
  (uakListingName=*|west-*, *ann*) 
  (uakListingName=*|*-west, *ann*) 
  (& 
   (uakListingName=*|*ann* west) 
   (!(uakListingName=*,*))) 
  (& 
   (uakListingName=*|*ann* west *) 
   (!(uakListingName=*,*))) 
  (& 
   (uakListingName=*|*ann* * west) 
   (!(uakListingName=*,*))) 
  (& 
   (uakListingName=*|*ann* west-*) 
   (!(uakListingName=*,*))) 
  (& 
   (uakListingName=*|*ann* *-west) 
   (!(uakListingName=*,*))) 
  (& 
   (givenname=*ann*) 
   (| 
    (sn=west) 
    (sn=west-*) 
    (sn=*-west) 
    (sn=west *) 
    (sn=* west)))) 
 (| 
  (ou=routing) 
  (ou=resource) 
  (eduPersonAffiliation=*))) 
 
and the following matching results: 
Ann West, Ann-Marie West, and Shannon West  
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Entering a single alpha string such as “mike” in the search field signals a search for either a 
surname or vanity email address. 
 
(& 
 (| 
  (uid=mike) 
  (uasystemid=mike) 
  (mailAlternateAddress=mike@alaska.edu) 
  (uakListingName=*|mike, *) 
  (uakListingName=*|mike *, *) 
  (uakListingName=*|* mike, *) 
  (uakListingName=*|mike-*, *) 
  (uakListingName=*|*-mike, *) 
  (& 
   (uakListingName=*|* mike) 
   (!(uakListingName=*,*))) 
  (& 
   (uakListingName=*|* mike *) 
   (!(uakListingName=*,*))) 
  (& 
   (uakListingName=*|* * mike) 
   (!(uakListingName=*,*))) 
  (& 
   (uakListingName=*|* mike-*) 
   (!(uakListingName=*,*))) 
  (& 
   (uakListingName=*|* *-mike) 
   (!(uakListingName=*,*))) 
  (displayName=* mike) 
  (displayName=* mike *) 
  (displayName=* mike-*) 
  (displayName=* *-mike)) 
 (| 
  (ou=routing) 
  (ou=resource) 
  (eduPersonAffiliation=*))) 
 
and matching results: 
 
Michael Brase (with vanity address Mike@alaska.edu) 
Eloise Mike and several others with surname “Mike” 
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Entering a numeric string such as “6400” yields the LDAP query: 
 
(& 
 (| 
  (uakEmployeeLocator=*|*6400|*) 
  (uakEmployeeLocator=*|*6400) 
  (telephonenumber=*6400) 
  (facsimiletelephonenumber=*6400)) 
 (| 
  (ou=routing) 
  (ou=resource) 
  (eduPersonAffiliation=*))) 
 
and yields matching results: 
  
Jeff Haskell, Phone: +1 907 786 6400 
Cathy Moore, Phone: +1 907 465 6400 
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Appendix 4C: Directory Account Claim – 
“First-Time Log In” 
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Appendix 4D: Edit Self-Service Directory Data 
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Appendix 4E: Department Search Results 
(Search String = “physics”) 

 


